Capturing the spatial percepts evoked by moving tactile stimuli: a novel approach.
Forced-choice procedures are conventionally used to study the percepts evoked by stimuli that move across the skin and enable an unbiased estimation of subjects' sensory capacities. These procedures, however, require subjects to assign complicated percepts to one of a small number of experimenter-defined response categories, none of which may satisfactorily describe the perceptual experience. To address this limitation, we developed a psychophysical approach, which graphically captures spatial information about a moving stimulus in a holistic manner. Briefly summarized, the stimulus object controlled for location, velocity, direction and distance is moved across the skin of a blind-folded subject, after which the subject draws its path on a life-size, two-dimensional photograph of the body region stimulated. Using this approach, we demonstrated that the drawings contain perceptually relevant information, estimates of direction discrimination and subjective traverse length derived from the drawings closely parallel data obtained with forced-choice and magnitude estimation methods, respectively, and generate comparable psychophysical functions of stimulus velocity. In addition, information is represented in the complex shapes of the curves and in the locations at which they are drawn. Analyses of these latter features support the hypothesis that non-sensory factors (individual subject biases) also affect the drawings.